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0OLITICAL CULTURE AND 
TELEVISION FICTION
4HE !MAZING -RS 0RITCHARD
*OHN #ORNER
+AY 2ICHARDSON
5NIVERSITY OF  ,IVERPOOL
@ARSQ@BS   2ECENTLY THE STUDY OF POLITICS HAS EXPANDED ITS SCOPE BY 
RECOGNIZING THE CONSTITUTIVE POWER OF @POLITICAL CULTURE AT THE SAME TIME AS 
CULTURAL STUDIES HAS BECOME MORE INTERESTED IN FORMAL POLITICAL PROCESSES 
AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP TO POPULAR CULTURE 4HIS ARTICLE IS A CASE STUDY OF 
POLITICAL CULTURE IN THE 5NITED +INGDOM FOCUSING ON ONE EXAMPLE OF 
FICTIONAL EXPRESSION A TELEVISION DRAMA SERIES BROADCAST IN  4HE 
!MAZING -RS 0RITCHARD 4HE PREMISE OF THE ARTICLE IS THAT THE IMAGINATIVE 
WORK OF POLITICAL FICTION PROVIDES AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLORE THE CULTURAL 
MEDIATION OF UNCERTAINTIES AND TENSIONS IN CONTEMPORARY POLITICS AND 
POLITICAL VALUES 4HE FRAMING OF THE SERIES INVOLVES A GENERIC MIXTURE OF 
REALISM AND FANTASY UNUSUAL IN THE "RITISH CONTEXT AND THE KEY THEMES 
WHICH INCLUDE POLITICAL TRUST AND THE LIMITS OF POLITICAL ACTION ARE DISCUSSED 
IN RELATION BOTH TO THEIR FICTIONAL ARTICULATION AND THEIR WIDER REFERENCE
JDXVNQCR   CULTURE DRAMA FICTION NATIONAL IDENTITY POLITICS TELEVISION 
4HIS IS A CASE STUDY IN POLITICAL CULTURE MAKING CONNECTIONS BETWEEN SOME 
OF THE DIVERSE STRANDS AT WORK IN THE PRESENT POLITICAL CULTURE OF THE 5+ 
AND A PARTICULAR EXAMPLE OF FICTIONAL POLITICAL EXPRESSION THE TELEVISION 
DRAMA SERIES 4HE !MAZING -RS 0RITCHARD BROADCAST BY THE ""# IN  
7HAT DOES THIS SIXPART SERIES ABOUT THE RAPID EMERGENCE AND ELECTORAL 
SUCCESS OF A NEW POLITICAL PARTY AND THE EXPERIENCE IN OFFICE OF A PRIME 
MINISTER WITHOUT PREVIOUS POLITICAL EXPERIENCE  INDICATE ABOUT SHIFTS  IN 
HOW POLITICS IS POSITIONED CULTURALLY AND THE @FAILURE OF ESTABLISHED MODELS 
OF POLITICAL PROCESS
@0OLITICAL CULTURE IS A RESONANT IF IMPRECISE TERM SUGGESTING THE BROADER 
CONTEXTS WITHIN WHICH POLITICAL STRUCTURES DEVELOP AND OPERATE AND FORMAL 
POLITICAL PROCESSES HAPPEN &OR THIS REASON WITHIN POLITICAL SCIENCE IT HAS 
OFTEN BEEN VIEWED WITH A DEGREE OF SUSPICION AS BEING TOO GESTURAL AN IDEA 
POINTING TOWARDS SUCH A DIVERSITY OF RATHER @THIN POINTS OF REFERENCE THAT 
IT PRESENTS AN OBSTACLE EVEN A DIVERSION TO SERIOUS INQUIRY
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4HERE ARE STRONG SIGNS THAT THIS IS CHANGING NOW ! GROWING AWARENESS 
OF THE WIDER PATTERNS OF MEANING AND VALUE THE MORE EXPANSIVE CULTURAL 
DYNAMICS WITHIN WHICH POLITICAL ACTIVITY IS SITUATED AND FROM WHICH POL
ITICAL CHANGE IS DRIVEN IS COMING TO BE SEEN AS A NECESSARY DIMENSION OF 
POLITICAL STUDY NOT A DISTRACTION FROM ITS CORE AGENDA 4HERE WERE SOME EARLY 
POINTERS IN THIS DIRECTION 7RITING ABOUT THE %UROPEAN 5NION %5	 0HILIP 
3CHLESINGER 	 NOTED IN A MUCHCITED ARTICLE THAT THE CONCEPT OF @POLITICAL 
CULTURE MIGHT OFFER A USEFUL CORRECTIVE TO THE PREDOMINANT ECONOMISM OF 
DEBATE ABOUT %5 POLICY CONNECTING BETTER NOT ONLY TO QUESTIONS OF IDENTITY 
BUT TO CORE ISSUES OF POLITICAL DIRECTION EG THOSE AROUND PLURALISM AND 
DEMOCRATIZATION	 -ORE RECENTLY THE FURTHER SUGGESTIVENESS OF THE IDEA 
HAS BEEN PROPOSED 2EVIEWING  THE  STATE OF POLITICAL  COMMUNICATIONS 
RESEARCH -ICHAEL 'UREVITCH AND *AY "LUMLER  	 HIGHLIGHTED THE 
NOTION AS PROVIDING A PRODUCTIVE FRAMEWORK FOR FUTURE COMPARATIVE STUDIES 
4HEY SAW THE VALUATIONS OF POLITICS AT WORK IN DIFFERENT CULTURAL SETTINGS 
TOGETHER WITH CULTURAL TENDENCIES AND PATTERNS AS GIVING IMPORTANT AND 
UNDERRECOGNIZED INDICATORS FOR AN EXPANDED UNDERSTANDING OF SUCH AREAS 
AS  JOURNALISTIC PRINCIPLES AND NOTIONS OF CITIZENSHIP 7ORKING WITH AN 
AGENDA MORE DIRECTLY DERIVED FROM CULTURAL STUDIES THE COLLECTION -EDIA 
AND THE 2ESTYLING OF 0OLITICS #ORNER AND 0ELS 	 CONNECTED QUESTIONS OF 
CULTURE INCLUDING MATTERS OF AESTHETICS AND CHANGING IDEAS OF THE @POPULAR 
TO SHIFTS IN BOTH POLITICAL STRUCTURE AND POLITICAL PRACTICE INCLUDING POLITICAL 
LANGUAGE 2ECENTLY A SUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO RESEARCH AND ARGUMENT 
HAS BEEN MADE BY ,IESBET VAN :OONEN IN %NTERTAINING THE #ITIZEN 	 
A MONOGRAPH GIVING THE IDEA OF LINKAGE BETWEEN THE POLITICAL SPHERE AND 
POPULAR CULTURE A DIRECT SUSTAINED AND PROVOCATIVE ADDRESS
7HY HAS THE @CULTURE IDEA GAINED SO QUICKLY IN ITS SUGGESTIVENESS FOR 
POLITICAL ANALYSIS (ERE THE MOST OBVIOUS EXPLANATION IS THE STEADY CON
TINUING INCREASE IN THE SCOPE AND INTENSITY OF THE MEDIATION OF POLITICS 
PARTICULARLY BY TELEVISION AND THE GROWING INCORPORATION OF PUBLICITY INTO 
A CORE STRATEGIC CONCERN OF POLITICS AND POLICY FORMATION !DDED TO THIS IN 
MANY COUNTRIES THERE HAS BEEN A SHIFT TOWARDS NEW FORMS OF POLITICAL CLAIMS 
MAKING AND POLITICAL APPEAL COMPETITIVELY SEEKING AFFIRMATIVE CONNECTIONS 
WITH OTHER AREAS OF SOCIAL AND CULTURAL LIFE AS THE ESTABLISHED STRUCTURES AND 
INSTITUTIONS OF POLITICAL ALLEGIANCE AND VALUE BECOME DISPLACED OR ATTENUATED 
4HUS WHAT  @POLITICS AND  @POLITICAL PERFORMANCE NOW MEAN WITHIN THE 
OFFICIAL POLITICAL SPHERE ITSELF HAS UNDERGONE A CHANGE 4HIS CHANGE IS IN A 
RELATIONSHIP OF MUTUAL MODIFICATION WITH SHIFTS IN THE MEANING OF @POLITICS 
IN THE SPHERE OF EVERYDAY LIFE )N THIS SPHERE THE IDEA OF THE @PUBLIC STILL 
PROVIDES THE NORMATIVE FRAMEWORK FOR POLITICAL IDENTITY INCLUDING FOR THE 
ROLE OF CITIZEN	 BUT THE VALUES OF POPULAR CULTURE AND THE SET OF APPETITES 
AND DISPOSITIONS OFTEN REFERRED TO AS @CONSUMER CULTURE HAVE BECOME AN 
INFLUENTIAL AND SOMETIMES CONFLICTING SOURCE OF ORIENTATION
!LTHOUGH IT IS POSSIBLE TO OVERSTATE THE CULTURAL VOLATILITY OF CONTEMPORARY 
POLITICS AND IN THE PROCESS OVERLOOK CONTINUITY WITH THE ESTABLISHED AND 
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TRADITIONAL A SIGNIFICANT DEGREE OF CHANGE HAS TO BE ADMITTED EVEN WITHIN THE 
MOST CONSERVATIVE VIEWPOINTS /NE WIDELY DISCUSSED CONSEQUENCE OF CHANGE 
ALTHOUGH IT MAY ALSO BE ONE DRIVER OF CONTINUED REVISION IN THE POLITICAL 
SPHERE ITSELF	  IS A TENDENCY TOWARDS POLITICAL DETACHMENT AND CYNICISM 
AMONG CITIZENS PARTICULARLY THE YOUNG 4HE POLITICAL CLASS THE MEDIA AND 
CITIZENS THEMSELVES HAVE ALL BEEN VARIOUSLY BLAMED FOR WHAT HAVE BEEN 
JUDGED FROM DIFFERENT CRITERIA TO BE THE DEFICITS OF CONTEMPORARY POLITICS 
-ANY POSSIBLE REMEDIES HAVE ACCOMPANIED THE DIAGNOSES CARRYING DIFFER 
ENT DEGREES OF PRACTICALITY 4HESE INCLUDE A REDUCED EMPHASIS ON POLITICAL 
@SPIN REFORM OF POLITICAL NEWS PROVISION AND VARIOUS APPROACHES TO ENCOUR
AGING STRONGER LEVELS OF CIVIC PARTICIPATION INCLUDING AT LOCAL LEVEL
/F COURSE POLITICAL CULTURE VALUABLE AS A TERM FOR INDICATING A BROAD 
AREA STILL NEGLECTED  IN RESEARCH CONNECTS DOWNWARDS AND OUTWARDS  TO 
VERY SPECIFIC AND DIFFERENT KINDS OF CULTURAL PRACTICE REQUIRING DIFFERENT 
ANALYTICAL APPROACHES 3OME OF THESE WILL RELATE MORE DIRECTLY TO THE SOCIO
LOGICAL AND ETHNOGRAPHIC DIMENSION OF CULTURAL RESEARCH PARTICULARLY ITS 
CONCERN WITH THE ROLE OF SUBJECTIVITY WITHIN FORMS OF ACTION  INCLUDING 
@EXPRESSIVE ACTION !N EXAMPLE HERE WOULD BE WORK ON PRESSURE GROUPS 
POLITICAL FESTIVALS DEMONSTRATIONS AND FORMS OF EVENT EXTENDING TO THOSE 
THAT DEVELOP A DISTINCTIVE VISUAL AND PERHAPS MUSICAL PRESENCE ALONGSIDE 
THEIR POLITICAL INVOLVEMENTS -ORE WORK ON @QUIETER MODES OF POLITICALITY 
WOULD BE IMPORTANT TOO FOR EXAMPLE ON THE FRAMING OF THE CULTURAL TERMS 
IN WHICH PERCEPTIONS OF THE @CIVIC @CITIZENSHIP AND RELATIONSHIPS TO STRUCTURES 
OF POWER ARE NOW EXPERIENCED BY GROUPS NOT SELFDEFINED AS POLITICALLY 
ACTIVE /THER KINDS OF ATTENTION WILL BE MORE ORIENTED TOWARDS TEXTS /F 
CENTRAL SIGNIFICANCE HERE ARE THE DIVERSE MODES OF PUBLICITY AND JOURNALISM 
TO BE FOUND AT WORK IN HELPING TO CONSTITUTE THE POLITICAL AS KNOWLEDGE 
FEELING AND POSSIBLY ACTION AT DIFFERENT LEVELS AND OFTEN WITH QUITE SPECIFIC 
AUDIENCES AND ENDS IN VIEW
7ITHIN THIS CONTEXT POLITICAL FICTIONS HAVE A SIGNIFICANT ROLE SINCE THEY 
ARE ABLE TO WORK WITH AN IMAGINATIVE RANGE EXTENDING TO FANTASY WHICH IS 
NOT USUALLY ALLOWED EITHER TO POLITICAL DISCOURSE OR TO JOURNALISM AND FACTUAL 
COMMENTARY INCLUDING MOST FORMS OF PUBLICITY 4HUS THERE IS QUITE OFTEN 
LESS REPRESSION AND MANAGEMENT OF TENSIONS AND CONFLICTS  LESS CONCERN 
WITH THE LINEAR RESOLUTION OF ARGUMENTS 7ITH ITS MARKED EMPHASIS UPON 
OUR ENGAGEMENT WITH CHARACTER AND INVOLVEMENT IN THE STORY FICTIONAL 
TRANSFORMATION ARTICULATES POLITICAL VALUES IN DISTINCTIVE WAYS !LTHOUGH 
IT DRAWS ON DESIRES AND FEARS WITH CONSIDERABLE LICENCE FOR EXAGGERATION 
OFTEN COMIC	 IT NEARLY ALWAYS HAS A REFERENCE POINT HOWEVER INDIRECT TO 
HOW THE AUTHOR JUDGES THINGS REALLY TO BE AND PEOPLE REALLY TO FEEL 4HIS 
@REALIST CONNECTION IS PRESENT EVEN IN THE MOST UNREALIST OF TEXTS BOTH AS 
A BASIS FOR THE FICTIONAL CONSTRUCTION ITSELF AND AS A MEANS OF CONNECTING 
WITH GIVEN READERS AND AUDIENCES
4HERE IS A LONG AND RICH TRADITION OF POLITICAL FICTION IN WRITING THEATRE 
AND FILM VARIOUSLY EMPLOYING GENERIC DEVICES FROM ALLEGORY TO DOCUMENTARY 
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NATURALISM IN ORDER TO ENGAGE MOVE AND MAKE POINTS #LASSICS SUCH AS 
6OLTAIRES #ANDIDE 	 :OLAS 'ERMINAL 	 OR /RWELLS !NIMAL &ARM 
	 ARE JOINED BY AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF WORKS INTERNATIONALLY INCLUDING 
THOSE BY !SIAN !FRICAN !MERICAN AND %UROPEAN WRITERS @0OLITICAL FICTIONS 
VARY CONSIDERABLY IN THE WAYS IN WHICH ASPECTS OF THE POLITICAL ARE PLACED 
WITHIN THEM -ANY NOVELS PLAYS AND FILMS HAVE A POLITICAL DIMENSION 
SOMETIMES CONCERNING THEMSELVES WITH THE LOCALIZED AND IMPLICIT PLAYING 
OUT OF POLITICAL STRUCTURES AND CIRCUMSTANCES ALONGSIDE OTHER DIMENSIONS 
OF THE WORLD THAT THEY DEPICT !MONG THOSE THAT ADDRESS POLITICAL THEMES 
MORE DIRECTLY THERE ARE SOME THAT WORK WITH POLITICALITY AS A DEFINING 
FEATURE OF THEIR NARRATIVE PROJECT MAKING POLITICAL SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES 
AND PERHAPS POLITICIANS THEMSELVES THE KEY ELEMENTS OF THEIR IMAGINED 
WORLDS )NTERNATIONALLY CINEMA HAS CONTINUED TO PRODUCE STRONG EXAMPLES 
OF THIS MORE CONCENTRATED ENGAGEMENT ALONGSIDE THE RANGE OF PRODUCTIONS 
WHICH HAVE MORE INDIRECT AND PARTIAL CONNECTIONS ,IESBET VAN :OONENS 
	 RECENT EXPLORATION OF SELECTED TEXTS HAS VALUABLY OPENED UP THE 
CRITICAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE POLITICS OF SCREEN FICTIONS SO AS TO INCLUDE ISSUES 
OF RECEPTION AND IMPACT
)N MANY COUNTRIES POLITICAL FICTION ON TELEVISION HAS BEEN DETERMINED 
STRONGLY BY THE GENERIC SYSTEM OF THE MEDIUM MAKING SITUATION COMEDY 
SOAP OPERA AND THE SERIES THRILLER PROMINENT CATEGORIES AND MAKING WHAT 
WE HAVE CALLED ABOVE SERIOUS @CONCENTRATED WORK A RATHER MARGINAL FORM 
OF PRODUCTION )N THE 5+ 9ES -INISTER AND 9ES 0RIME -INISTER  ""# 
n n	 AND THE RECENT SUCCESS OF 4HE 4HICK OF )T ""#  	 
ILLUSTRATE THE STRENGTH OF THE MORE FARCICAL COMIC TRADITION WITH DARKLY 
SATIRIC SERIES SUCH AS THE (OUSE OF #ARDS TRILOGY ""# n	 SHOWING ITS 
MORE REALIST DEVELOPMENT ACROSS A THRILLERnSATIRE AXIS /CCASIONALLY SINGLE 
PRODUCTIONS OR SHORT SERIES CUT ACROSS THIS PATTERN !N EXAMPLE HERE WOULD 
BE ! 6ERY "RITISH #OUP #HANNEL  	 ABOUT A PLOT TO DEPOSE A RADICAL 
SOCIALIST PRIME MINISTER LIKE (OUSE OF #ARDS AN ADAPTATION FROM A NOVEL 
)N THE 53 4HE 7EST 7ING 7ARNER "ROS n	 CLEARLY HAS BECOME A 
DEFINING EXAMPLE OF @POLITICAL TELEVISION FOR GLOBAL DISCUSSION GENERATING 
A GROWING LITERATURE OF ACADEMIC COMMENTARY SEE EG THE ARTICLES IN 2OLLINS 
AND /#ONNOR 	 "Y SELECTING -RS 0RITCHARD FOR CLOSER EXAMINATION 
WE ARE FOCUSING ON WORK IN WHICH PORTRAYALS OF THE FORMAL POLITICAL WORLD 
AND PROFESSIONAL POLITICAL ACTION ARE CENTRAL AND IN WHICH UNUSUALLY FOR 
"RITAIN	 COMIC OR SATIRIC PURPOSES ALTHOUGH PRESENT ARE NOT DEFINING
4HE STRUCTURE THIS ARTICLE WILL  FOLLOW INVOLVES EXAMINING THE SERIES 
WITHIN THE TERMS OF THREE KEY THEMES 4HE FIRST IS POLITICAL STRUCTURE WHICH 
INCLUDES THE WAY IN WHICH THE DRAMA CONNECTS WITH IDEAS ABOUT THE NATURE 
OF THE ELECTORAL SYSTEM THE CHARACTER AND BEHAVIOUR OF POLITICAL PARTIES 
AND THE BROADER INSTITUTIONAL SETTINGS INCLUDING INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
WITHIN WHICH POLITICS OPERATES 4HE SECOND IS POLITICAL VALUES INVOLVING 
IDEAS ABOUT DEMOCRACY HONESTY TRANSPARENCY AND THE PLAYOFF OF PUBLIC 
AND PRIVATE LIFE WITH WHICH THE SERIES WORKS 4HE THIRD IS POLITICAL PEOPLE 
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THE KINDS OF PERSONS WHO ARE DEPICTED AS ACTIVE IN PROFESSIONAL POLITICS AND 
ARE SEEN TO SUPPORT IT ADMINISTRATIVELY #RUCIAL TO THE WHOLE PROJECT OF THE 
SERIES THERE IS ALSO THE QUESTION OF THE KINDS	 OF PERSON WHO MIGHT MAKE 
THE SUCCESSFUL TRANSITION BESET WITH RISKS AS WELL AS BRINGING OPPORTUNITIES 
FROM @ORDINARY PERSON TO NATIONAL POLITICIAN
4HESE THREE THEMES CLEARLY INTERCONNECT WITH A RANGE OF MORE SPECIFIC 
QUESTIONS FOR EXAMPLE THOSE ABOUT THE NATURE OF POLITICAL LANGUAGE AND 
ABOUT THE NATURE OF MEDIAnPOLITICAL RELATIONS 4HE APPROACH BELOW WILL 
BE TO FOCUS ON PARTICULAR SCENES IN THE SERIES WITH SOME EMPHASIS ON ITS 
INITIAL AND CLOSING EPISODES &IRST THIS ARTICLE CONSIDERS SOME ASPECTS OF 
ITS OVERALL POLITICAL TRAJECTORY
4HE SERIES JOURNEY INTO POLITICAL SPACE
!CROSS ITS SIX EPISODES THE SERIES TELLS THE STORY OF A SUPERMARKET MANAGERESS 
WHO IN FRUSTRATION AT THE BEHAVIOUR OF LOCAL CANDIDATES CANVASSING FOR A 
FORTHCOMING GENERAL ELECTION FORMS A NEW POLITICAL PARTY THE 0URPLE !LLI 
ANCE WHOSE CANDIDATES ARE ALL WOMEN	 4HE PARTY ATTRACTS A HUGE NATIONAL 
FOLLOWING INCLUDING DEFECTORS FROM OTHER PARTIES AND SWEEPS QUICKLY TO 
AN ELECTION VICTORY THROUGH WHICH 2OS 0RITCHARD BECOMES PRIME MINISTER 
4ONY "LAIR RINGS HER TO CONCEDE DEFEAT	 #HALLENGES ARISE IN RELATION TO 
THE PURSUIT OF RADICAL POLICY INITIATIVES THE NEGOTIATION OF INTRA#ABINET 
TENSIONS  THE  IMPACT OF COVERT CORPORATE  INFLUENCE AND THE MANNER  IN 
WHICH PROBLEMS IN THE PRIVATE SPHERE BECOME MATTERS OF POTENTIAL @PUBLIC 
INTEREST (AVING SET UP ITS @AMAZING TRANSITION IN THE FIRST EPISODE THE 
SERIES WORKS STRONGLY WITH THE IMPLICIT QUESTION  @(OW WILL SHE DO !S 
WILL BE SUGGESTED THE ANSWERS THAT  IT OFFERS BY THE END ARE NOT ALWAYS 
CLEAR OR CONSISTENT
0OLITICAL DEFICIT
4HE RATIONALE FOR THE RISE AND SUCCESS OF THE 0URPLE !LLIANCE AS PORTRAYED IS 
PUBLIC FRUSTRATION WITH A PROFOUND DEFICIT IN CONTEMPORARY POLITICS .ONE 
OF THE EXISTING PARTIES DESERVES THE ALLEGIANCE OF VOTERS 4HE BEHAVIOUR OF 
THE POLITICAL CLASS IS REPREHENSIBLE AND REDEMPTION LIES IN ITS REPLACEMENT 
THROUGH A MUCH STRONGER PROPORTION OF  @ORDINARY PEOPLE 4HE NATURE 
OF  THE  STRUCTURAL AND NORMATIVE DEFICIT  LYING BEYOND  THE  IMMEDIATE 
CIRCUMSTANCES THAT SPUR 2OS 0RITCHARD INTO ACTION IS GLOSSED IN DIFFERENT 
WAYS )N ONE VARIANT MEN ARE PART OF THE PROBLEM 
7HAT WE NEED ACTUALLY IS MORE WOMEN IN PARLIAMENT x WOMEN DONT MUCK 
ABOUT WITH THE  TRUTH  LIKE MEN DO BECAUSE WOMEN DONT NEED TO BECAUSE 
WOMEN CAN HANDLE BEING WRONG OCCASIONALLY
4HUS A VERSION OF FEMINISM PLAYS ITS PART IN THE MIXTURE THAT IS THE 
REMEDY 4HE 0URPLE !LLIANCE IS ARTICULATED AS THE PARTY OF @US THE PEOPLE 
AS AGAINST @THEM THE POLITICIANS @0OLITICS ISNT ROCKET SCIENCE SAYS 2OS 
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TO ""# INTERVIEWER +IRSTY 7ARK ON THE PROGRAMME .EWSNIGHT THROUGH 
OUT THE SERIES A NUMBER OF WELLKNOWN ""# JOURNALISTS PLAY THEMSELVES	 
@) THINK THEY LIKE TO KEEP US AT A DISTANCE FROM IT ALL BY TALKING THE WAY 
THAT THEY DO IN RIDDLES VERBAL FENCING
0OLICIES AND VALUES
)T IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT THE 0URPLE !LLIANCE DOES NOT GAIN MOMENTUM 
BECAUSE OF THE POLICIES THAT IT ESPOUSES SINCE 2OS FRANKLY ADMITS THAT THESE 
ARE UNDEFINED @4HESE LEAFLETS HER DAUGHTER ASKS LEARNING FOR THE FIRST 
TIME THAT HER MOTHER IS STANDING AS A CANDIDATE @WHAT WILL THEY SAY +IRSTY 
7ARK IS INTERESTED IN THIS TOO @7ELL WHAT IS YOUR PLATFORM EXACTLY 2OS 
FUDGES @)M JUST MAKING A POINT THAT WHEN PEOPLE ARENT INTERESTED THEY 
DONT GET  INVOLVED  )NSTEAD  THE PARTY ESPOUSES VALUES PERCEIVED TO BE 
LACKING IN THE ESTABLISHED POLITICAL COMMUNITY TRUTH DECENCY COMMON 
SENSE 4HESE VALUES OF COURSE WHATEVER THEIR OCCASIONAL HINTS OF POLICY 
RADICALISM POINT TOWARDS CENTRIST POLITICS A POLITICS ESSENTIALLY GROUNDED 
IN A CONVENTIONAL NORMATIVE ORDER RATHER THAN RECONFIGURED ECONOMICS 
-IRANDA HER MEDIASAVVY POLITICAL ADVISER CLARIFIES  THIS POSITION ONCE 
THE CAMPAIGN GETS UNDERWAY
7E BORROW FROM THE ,EFT AND STEAL FROM THE 2IGHT WE MAKE IT OUR OWN "ANG 
IN THE MIDDLE OF -IDDLE %NGLAND
4HE PERSONAL AND THE POLITICAL
)N THE ABSENCE OF A FIRM POLICY AGENDA THE POPULAR APPEAL OF THE 0URPLE 
!LLIANCE DEPENDS ALMOST WHOLLY ON THE PERCEIVED CHARACTER OF ITS LEADER WHOSE 
DENUNCIATIONS OF POLITICAL DISHONESTY AND THE CONSEQUENT BREAKDOWN OF THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE POLITICAL AND THE POPULAR MUST BE UNDERWRITTEN 
BY THE INTEGRITY OF HER OWN IDENTITY AND ACTIONS 4O THIS IS ADDED A MORE 
DIFFUSE CARNIVALESQUE DYNAMIC OF THRILL AT @CHANGE ITSELF AT THE SCALE OF 
CULTURAL AND POLITICAL SHIFT ENVISAGED AND AT ITS ORIENTATION TOWARDS THE 
INTEREST OF THE PEOPLE WHATEVER ITS LACK OF DEFINED POLICY DIRECTIONS 2OSS 
POLITICAL PERSONA AS THE DECENT AND SENSIBLE NONPOLITICIAN IS THE BASIS OF 
HER ELECTORAL SUCCESS )T IS A DRAMATICALLY FASCINATING PARADOX LATENT WITH 
CONTRADICTIONS #ROWDS APPLAUD WHEN SHE SAYS  @7HEN POLITICIANS MAY 
OR MAY NOT BE TELLING THE TRUTH WHO CAN YOU TRUST 3OMEONE WHO ISNT A 
POLITICIAN 2OSS @OFFSTAGE CONDUCT IS DESIGNED TO SHOW US THAT THIS IS MORE 
THAN JUST A PERSONA (ER PRACTICAL MANAGERIAL SENSE GROUNDED IN A REAL 
CONCERN AND CARE FOR THOSE SHE WORKS WITH IS ESTABLISHED AT THE VERY START 
OF THE SERIES IN A PRECREDIT SEQUENCE WHERE SHE WALKS THROUGH THE SUPER
MARKET HAVING FRIENDLY EXCHANGES WITH A VARIETY OF HER EMPLOYEES 0ART 
OF  THE DRAMATIC  INTEREST  IS  IN SEEING HOW THIS  @NATURAL BEHAVIOUR WILL 
TRANSFER ITSELF TO TOUGHER POLITICAL CONTEXTS
2OSS PROTOFEMINISM PAVES THE WAY FOR SOME @FEMALE BONDING ACROSS 
PARTY LINES NOTABLY WITH A SENIOR #ONSERVATIVE FIGURE #ATHERINE BEFORE 
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HER DEFECTION 4HE TWO OF THEM ARE DUE TO CONFRONT ONE ANOTHER IN THE 
.EWSNIGHT STUDIO )N THE LADIES TOILETS 2OS IS ABLE TO DO @MY GOOD DEED FOR 
THE DAY BY SUPPLYING #ATHERINE WITH A TAMPON PUSHED UNDERNEATH THE 
DIVISION BETWEEN THE STALLS -ORE IMPORTANTLY SHE POINTS OUT AFTERWARDS 
THAT #ATHERINES CAREER PROSPECTS AS A VERY BRIGHT WOMAN IN A PARTY OF 
RATHER DULL MEN MIGHT BE BETTER WITH THE 0URPLE !LLIANCE
4HE SERIES SCENES FROM POLITICAL LIFE
4HIS ARTICLE NOW EXPLORES SELECTED SCENES IN THE CONTEXT OF THE THEMATIC 
PROFILE AND DRAMATIC PATTERN OUTLINED ABOVE
@2EALITY CHECKS
4HE SECOND EPISODE OF THE SERIES ABOUT THE CRUCIAL TRANSITION FROM CAM
PAIGNING TO THE EXERCISE OF POWER IS ONE IN WHICH 2OS IS FORCED TO CONFRONT 
THE EXTRAORDINARY REALITY OF THE SITUATION IN WHICH SHE NOW FINDS HERSELF 
-ORE THAN ONCE SHE SEEMS POISED TO ALLOW @NORMAL SERVICE IN POLITICS TO BE 
RESUMED BY WALKING AWAY FROM WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO HER AND THROUGH 
HER TO THE COUNTRY AND THE WORLD 4HIS IS IN PART A DRAMA ABOUT SELFDOUBT 
AND POLITICAL POWER DESPITE THE SCALE OF HER ELECTORAL VICTORY
(ER  @VICTORY SPEECH DELIVERED OUTSIDE $OWNING 3TREET CONCENTRATES 
LIKE THE CAMPAIGN ON THE IMPORTANCE OF @GETTING INVOLVED
9OU MUST NO LONGER ALLOW YOURSELF TO ASSUME THAT OTHER PEOPLE KNOW WHATS 
BEST FOR YOU BETTER THAN WHAT YOU DO 9OU KNOW BEST WHAT YOU WANT FOR YOUR 
CHILDREN FOR YOUR ELDERLY PARENTS AND RELATIVES 9OU KNOW BEST WHAT YOU WANT 
FROM YOUR SCHOOLS AND FROM YOUR HOSPITALS
4HERE IS NO HINT THAT THERE MAY BE PROBLEMS IN RECONCILING WHAT DIFFERENT 
PEOPLE WANT THAT MANAGING SOCIAL HETEROGENEITY AND SOCIAL CONFLICT MAY 
NOT BE AS STRAIGHTFORWARD AS THIS SUGGESTS 4HE SPEECH ENDS WITH SPECIFIC 
PROMISES NOTIONALLY TAKEN AS SINCERE BUT DRAMATICALLY IMPLYING QUESTION 
MARKS SOMETHING THAT WILL NEED FURTHER CHECKING OUT @) WILL NEVER LIE TO 
YOU ) WILL NEVER MISLEAD YOU
7ITHIN A FEW HOURS 2OS HAS TO MAKE A TOUGH DECISION TO SEND IN "RITISH 
SPECIAL FORCES TO HELP &RENCH SOLDIERS IN DIFFICULTIES IN )RAN	 )N THE FIRST 
PLACE THIS SETS HER AT ODDS WITH 0RESIDENT "USH WITH WHOM SHE HAS HER 
FIRST TELEPHONE CONVERSATION 2EPRISING THIS CONVERSATION LATER ON FOR THE 
BENEFIT OF HER FAMILY SHE FANTASIZES THAT SHE TOLD 0RESIDENT "USH WHAT 
SHE REALLY THOUGHT ABOUT "RITISH INVOLVEMENT IN THE )RAQ 7AR
-R 0RESIDENT DID YOU KNOW THAT THE ANTIWAR IN )RAQ MARCH IN ,ONDON WAS 
THE BIGGEST PROTEST RALLY  THIS COUNTRYS EVER SEEN AND YET WE STILL WENT  TO 
WAR AT YOUR BEHEST !ND FRANKLY ) FIND THAT A BIT DISTURBING NOT TO MENTION 
SOMETHING OF A MYSTERY
!T THE SAME TIME SHE IS ABLE TO REPORT THAT SHE STOOD UP TO HIM ON HER 
OWN FIRST MILITARY DECISION !S SHE EXPLAINS TO HER FAMILY HAVING ALREADY 
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SAID @YES TO THE &RENCH REQUEST  @) CANT GO BACK ON MY WORD (ONESTY 
IS BEING PUT  INTO PRACTICE HOWEVER  TOUGH AN OPTION -ORE DISTRESSING 
THAN "USHS OBJECTION AS EVENTS  TRANSPIRE  IS  THE  FACT  THAT  TWO OF  THE 
"RITISH SOLDIERS FALL INTO THE HANDS OF THE )RANIAN FORCES AND ARE TORTURED 
AND KILLED BEFORE THEY CAN BE RECOVERED 4HE IMPACT OF THIS LEADS TO AN 
OUTBURST OF BROADER SELFDOUBT IN FRONT OF HER FAMILY ONE NOT WITNESSED 
BY ANYONE ELSE
)AN ;2OSS HUSBAND= !RE YOU ALL RIGHT
2OS  )M THE  LEADER OF  THE  FOURTH BIGGEST ECONOMY  IN  THE WORLD  )M THE 
0RESIDENT OF THE %UROPEAN 5NION )M CHAIRMAN OF ' !ND ) HAVENT GOT A 
FUCKING CLUE WHAT )M DOING 7OULD YOU BE ALL RIGHT
$RAMATICALLY THIS ADMISSION IN THE STRONGEST TERMS OF HER ANXIETIES A 
@PANIC ATTACK FROM WHICH SHE RECOVERS PLAYS INTO THE SENSE OF SELFHONESTY 
CENTRAL TO HER CHARACTERIZATION
"RITAIN IN THE WORLD TWO SCENARIOS
! NUMBER OF SCENES ACROSS THE SIX EPISODES CONNECT WITH IDEAS ABOUT "RITAINS 
PLACE IN THE WORLD WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO %UROPE AND THE 53
/NE KEY INCIDENT OCCURS IN EPISODE  WHEN AN INBOUND PASSENGER JET 
EXPLODES OVER A ,ONDON SUBURB CAUSING EXTENSIVE LOSS OF LIFE INCLUDING 
ON THE GROUND )NITIALLY  SUSPECTED  TO BE  TERRORIST ACTION  THE SITUATION 
THROWS 2OS FULLY  INTO THE DISCOURSES OF  TERRORISM AND ITS MANAGEMENT 
3OME OF THE EXCHANGES IN THE EMERGENCY COMMITTEE ARE ILLUMINATING FOR 
THE POLITICAL IDENTITY OF THE SERIES AS A WHOLE &OR EXAMPLE THIS DIALOGUE 
BETWEEN 2OS AND HER #HANCELLOR
2OS 7HY WOULD ANYONE WANT TO ATTACK US
#ATHERINE 7E ARE A WESTERN DEMOCRACY
2OS )VE DONE EVERYTHING TO DISTANCE MYSELF FROM 4ONY "LAIRS DECISION TO 
GO INTO )RAQ
#ATHERINE 7E STILL HAVE TROOPS IN )RAQ
2OS 9ES TO TRY AND SORT OUT THE MESS
#ATHERINE 3ADLY THATS NOT HOW -USLIM EXTREMISTS MIGHT BE INCLINED TO SEE IT
%VEN WITHIN THE CONVENTIONS OF HER POLITICAL @INNOCENCE 2OSS OPENING 
QUESTION MIGHT SEEM ASTONISHINGLY NAÕVE BUT IT PROVIDES THE GROUNDS FOR 
SUBSEQUENT EXPLICITNESS ABOUT BOTH HER OWN POSITION AND THE  LIMITS  TO 
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF HER POLITICAL GOODWILL 4HIS DIALOGIC PLAYOFF OF TONE 
AND CONTENT BETWEEN HER  @WELLMEANING AND THE GEOPOLITICAL SAVVY OF 
HER CHANCELLOR PART OF THE POLITICAL PEDAGOGY OF THE SERIES GAINS FURTHER 
FORCE IN A DRAMA AIMED AT A POPULAR AUDIENCE IN THE CONTEXT OF CONTINUING 
DEBATE ABOUT )RAQ
)N FACT THE DISASTER TURNS OUT TO HAVE HAD A VERY DIFFERENT CAUSE 4HE 
PLANE WAS AN OLD 2USSIAN MODEL OF POOR DESIGN WHICH HAD BEEN BADLY 
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MAINTAINED (OWEVER ITS STATUS WAS LEGAL UNDER A NEW %5 DIRECTIVE RECENTLY 
PASSED THROUGH AS A STANDING ORDER BY THE "RITISH 0ARLIAMENTS %UROPEAN 
!FFAIRS 3ELECT #OMMITTEE 4HUS THE DEBATE TURNS FROM THE DISCOURSE OF 
TERRORISM TO THE DISCOURSE OF THE %5 AND ITS LEGISLATIVE COMPLEXITY @9OU 
MEAN STANDARDS HAVE GONE DOWN 2OS ASKS AND SHORTLY AFTERWARDS @7EVE 
LOWERED OUR STANDARDS TO FIT IN WITH %UROPE 4HE &OREIGN 3ECRETARY NOTES 
OF THE DIRECTIVE HOW @IT WENT THROUGH ON THE NOD LIKE THOUSANDS OF BITS 
OF LEGISLATION FROM %UROPE DO EVERY YEAR 3HE SAYS THAT SHE WOULD LIKE TO 
SEE ALL LAWS COMING OUT OF "RUSSELS @SUBJECTED TO THE SAME KIND OF RIGOROUS 
SCRUTINY THAT OUR OWN LAWS ARE SUBJECTED TO )T IS NOTED HOW THIS MIGHT 
INVITE @DISCIPLINARY ACTION BY THE %5 BUT TO THIS THE #HANCELLOR RESPONDS 
IN TONES WHICH PLAY WITH THE THRILLS OF VENGEANCE
)F %UROPE DARES TO THREATEN TO DISCIPLINE "RITAIN FOR ASSERTING ITS SOVEREIGN 
RIGHT TO POWER OVER ITS OWN AFFAIRS THEN ) WILL THREATEN TO WITHDRAW OUR SUBSIDY 
TO "RUSSELS WHICH IS WORTH ABOUT THE EQUIVALENT OF x a MILLION AN HOUR
4HE DRAMATIC POPULISM AT WORK HERE IS INTENSIFIED BY THE WAY IN WHICH 
THE SCENE DRAMATIZES 2OSS SHOCKED RECOGNITION OF THE PROBLEM DESPITE ITS 
FAMILIARITY IN OUTLINE AND THEN SHOWS IDEAS BEING PUT FIRMLY INTO ACTION 
"RITAINS INDEPENDENCE IS NOT ONLY CELEBRATED BUT MADE POLITICALLY REAL AND 
THE DISCOURSE OF A FINANCIALLY PARASITIC AND LEGISLATIVELY INCOMPETENT %5 
IS @PROPERLY CONTAINED AT LAST )F THE @/THER OF )SLAM OPENED THIS STORYLINE 
THE @/THER OF THE %5 GETS A THOROUGH ARTICULATION IN ITS ENDING
! SECOND MAJOR  INCIDENT  INVOLVING INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OCCURS  IN 
EPISODE  3TANDING BEFORE A MICROPHONE ON THE STEPS OF A ' SUMMIT 
VENUE IN 6ANCOUVER WITH OTHER LEADERS IN THE BACKGROUND 2OS DECLARES 
HER UNHAPPINESS WITH THE LEVEL OF ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION AGREED AT THE CON
FERENCES CONCLUSION THE 53 PRESIDENT IS DECLARED TO BE LIVING IN @CLOUD 
CUCKOO LAND	 ! UNILATERAL MOVE IS NEEDED
!ND SO ) PLEDGE HERE AND NOW THAT FOUR WEEKS FROM TODAY ON 7EDNESDAY TH 
*UNE AND EVERY SUBSEQUENT 7EDNESDAY THE PEOPLE OF THE 5NITED +INGDOM 
WILL NOT MAKE A SINGLE CAR JOURNEY THAT DOES NOT NEED TO BE MADE 7ELL BEG 
WELL BORROW WELL IMPROVISE WELL USE OUR IMAGINATION x AND ) HOPE THAT 
OTHER COUNTRIES  IN THE DEVELOPED WORLD WILL HAVE THE COURAGE  THE WISDOM 
AND THE COMPASSION FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS TO FOLLOW SUIT
(ER #ABINET COLLEAGUES ARE HORRIFIED /N RETURN TO "RITAIN SHE IS QUICKLY 
ADVISED OF THE ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS AND THE LIKELIHOOD OF PUBLIC PROTEST 
AND TRAVEL CHAOS )T IS SUGGESTED THAT THE PLAN BE MADE VOLUNTARY FOR A YEAR 
n 2OS REJECTS THIS MODIFICATION )N THE (OUSE OF #OMMONS THE OPPOSITION 
LEADER DRAWS ON THE ESTABLISHED DISCOURSES OF CLIMATE MANAGEMENT BY WAY 
OF CRITICIZING AND OPPOSING HER DECISION ALTHOUGH THE DRAMATIC EFFECT IS 
SHARPLY SATIRICAL OF HIS CONVENTIONAL LANGUAGE
)F THE 'OVERNMENT WERE SERIOUS ABOUT TACKLING CLIMATE CHANGE THEY WOULD 
GIVE US A  LONGTERM FRAMEWORK FOR EMISSION REDUCTION  THEY WOULD TELL US 
ABOUT CARBON TRADING THEY WOULD TELL US ABOUT MICROPOWER
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4HE #HANCELLOR FEARS THE WORST NATIONALLY  @MILLIONS OF PEOPLE WONT 
PARTICIPATE 4HIS COULD SINK US 4HE 0URPLE !LLIANCE IS FACING ITS FIRST BIG 
TEST ESPECIALLY SINCE A BYELECTION THE ELECTION OF SINGLE -0 TO A SPECIFIC 
LOCAL AREA	 IS BEING HELD ON THE SAME DAY AS THE FIRST @'REEN 7EDNESDAY 
7ITHIN  THE  COLLAPSED  TIMEFRAMES OF  THE DRAMA A  SENSE OF PROBABLE 
DEFEAT  IS CONSTRUCTED 4HERE ARE PREDICTIONS OF PUBLIC DISTURBANCE  THE 
RESIGNATION OF A SENIOR POLICE OFFICER THE DEEP CONCERN OF TRANSPORT CHIEFS 
)NTERVIEWS WITH MOTORISTS SET UP A SENSE OF INDIGNATION AND ANGER ALBEIT 
INFLECTED TOWARDS THE PATHETIC @) CANT LIVE WITHOUT MY CAR	 AND A NOISY 
ANTIPOLICY RALLY IS HELD IN THE BYELECTION CONSTITUENCY (OWEVER ON THE 
DAY ITSELF REPORTERS READY WITH THEIR @TRAVEL CHAOS STORIES START TO REPORT 
SOMETHING MORE CALM AND ORDERLY $RAMATIC RESOLUTION WITHIN THIS MIX 
OF INDICATORS APPEARS FIRST THROUGH SUPPORTIVE PHONE CALLS RECEIVED FROM 
&RANCE &INLAND .ORWAY AND 'ERMANY @!LL GOING TO FOLLOW SUIT ONE DAY 
A WEEK THE #HANCELLOR NOTES 4HE GAMBLE OF TAKING THE LEAD APPEARS TO 
HAVE WORKED &INALLY BY A VERY NARROW MARGIN THE 0URPLE !LLIANCE WINS 
THE BYELECTION
4HUS THE POSITION OF "RITAIN AS A COUNTRY ABLE TO MAKE CLEAR ETHICAL 
JUDGEMENTS AND TRANSLATE THEM INTO POLICY IS AFFIRMED %VEN MORE SIG
NIFICANTLY THE ECONOMIC AND INDIVIDUAL SELFINTEREST ARGUMENTS AGAINST 
RADICAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ARE SHOWN TO BE WRONG )N WHAT IS PERHAPS 
THE STRONGEST  @IF ONLY MOMENT  IN A DRAMA EXTENSIVELY PREMISED ON  @IF 
ONLY  IDEAS  THE MAJORITY POPULAR RESPONSE TO THE REQUIREMENT TO  INCUR 
PERSONAL INCONVENIENCE FOR THE SAKE OF THE PLANET IS GAMELY TO GO ALONG 
WITH IT )N THIS RESPECT THE EPISODE BRINGS TO THE CHARACTER OF THE SERIES ITS 
STRONGEST AND MOST PROMINENT MOMENT OF POLITICAL FANTASY )T DRAMATIZES 
A TRIUMPH OF POPULAR COOPERATION BY SHOWING TRANSCENDENCE OF THE CENTRAL 
TENSION BETWEEN @GOOD AND @POPULAR DECISIONS WHICH CONTINUES VARIOUSLY 
TO TROUBLE REAL DEMOCRACIES 2OSS CHOICE OF THE RULEBREAKING OPTION IS 
ONCE AGAIN PROVED RIGHT HER POLITICAL LIABILITY ONCE MORE CONVERTED INTO 
POLITICAL ASSET HIGHLIGHTING HER ROLE AS THAT OF A KIND OF PROVOCATEUR AS 
MUCH AS A CONVENTIONAL LEADER
4HE @OLD WITHIN THE @NEW
7E CAN NOTE THREE AREAS IN WHICH TROUBLESOME DIMENSIONS OF OLDER POLITICS 
SURVIVE ACTIVELY WITHIN THE @NEW MODEL &IRST THERE IS THE ISSUE OF THE 
INTEGRITY OF SPONSORSHIP AND PARTY FUNDING )N THE MIDDLE OF THE SERIES 
2OS DISCOVERS THAT SUBSTANTIAL @LOANS TO INDIVIDUAL -0S FROM THE PARTYS 
WEALTHIEST DONOR FORMED PART OF THE INITIAL PARTYBUILDING ACTIVITIES 4HE 
REAL DYNAMICS OF TRANSPARENCY AND DISCLOSURE IN THE 0URPLE !LLIANCE AND 
ITS DISTANCE FROM COMPROMISING CORPORATE CONNECTIONS ARE SEEN TO BE NOT 
QUITE IN LINE WITH ITS HOPES AND DECLARATIONS
3ECOND THERE IS THE ISSUE OF MEDIA RELATIONS /N THE WHOLE THE SERIES 
PRESENTS 2OS AS HAVING A LARGELY POSITIVE PRESS ALBEIT WITH SCEPTICISM AND 
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OPPOSITION AROUND PARTICULAR POLICIES (OWEVER DEALING WITH THE TABLOIDS 
PROVES MORE TROUBLESOME WITH 2OSS POLITICAL ADVISER HAVING TO RESORT TO 
STICKS THREATS OF FUTURE NONCOOPERATION	 AND CARROTS PROMISES OF @EXCLU
SIVES	 IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN A LEVEL OF DAMAGE CONTROL /F COURSE 2OS HERSELF 
IS NOT SEEN TO BE INVOLVED IN THESE ENCOUNTERS NEITHER IS SHE SHOWN TO BE 
ENDORSING THEM .EVERTHELESS THAT HER GOVERNMENT SUCCEEDS IN PART BY 
FOLLOWING THE OLDER RULEBOOK ON NEWS MANAGEMENT IS SIGNIFICANT
4HIRD THERE IS THE RELATED MATTER OF PRIVATE BEHAVIOUR AND ITS POTENTIAL 
FOR PUBLIC SCANDAL ! NUMBER OF INCIDENTS OCCUR IN THE SERIES WITH AN -0S 
@WILD NIGHT OUT GIVING THE 'OVERNMENT SOME BAD PUBLICITY QUITE EARLY 
ON WITH FURTHER EXPOSÏS LIKELY TO FOLLOW ONLY CONTROLLED BY RESORT TO THE 
KIND OF  TOUGH HAGGLING WITH EDITORS NOTED ABOVE	 !  RUNNING  THREAT 
THROUGHOUT MOST OF  THE EPISODES  IS  THE  INVOLVEMENT OF 2OSS HUSBAND 
)AN IN THE MISHANDLING @LAUNDERING	 OF COMPANY MONEY FOR A PERSONAL 
PAYOFF 6IEWERS KNOW OF THIS INCIDENT AS DO SENIOR PARTY FIGURES	 LONG 
BEFORE 2OS HERSELF PROVIDING THE STRONGEST LINE OF PERSONAL SCANDAL IN THE 
SERIES ONE THREATENING TO DESTROY 2OSS CAREER ENTIRELY IF IT BECOMES PUBLIC 
AND SHE ADMITS KNOWLEDGE OF IT
4HINGS GET EVEN MORE AWKWARD )N THE FINAL EPISODE A @REQUEST IS MADE 
THROUGH THE !LLIANCES BIGGEST DONOR THAT A SPECIFIC COMPANY BE AWARDED 
THE NEW (OME /FFICE  INFORMATION  TECHNOLOGY CONTRACT AGAINST OTHER 
BIDDERS )T COMES WITH A THREAT THAT SHOULD THIS NOT HAPPEN THE HUSBANDS 
FINANCIAL MISDEMEANOURS WILL BE REVEALED IN THE NEWSPAPERS 4HE @BOTTOM 
LINE  IS  THAT  SO  LONG AS 2OS HERSELF CAN BE PORTRAYED AS UNTAINTED  THE 
PARTYS CREDIBILITY IS SUSTAINABLE !S IN THE BEST FAIRY STORIES AND LEGENDS 
HUMAN FRAILTY MAY CAUSE THE MAGIC  TO STOP WORKING 3O THE NARRATIVE 
PAINTS 2OS INTO A CORNER GIVING HER A MORAL CHOICE WITHOUT THE POSSIBILITY 
OF COMPROMISE
&OR FIVE EPISODES THE CHARACTERS WHO KNOW ABOUT HER HUSBANDS PAST 
MISDEEDS COLLUDE IN KEEPING THIS  INFORMATION FROM HER PROTECTING HER 
INTEGRITY 4HE WEAK LINK IS HER DAUGHTER %MILY 7HEN %MILYS RESOLVE 
TO KEEP THE SECRET STARTS TO CRACK 2OS DEMANDS TO KNOW MORE AND IS TOLD 
THE TRUTH &ROM THAT MOMENT ONWARD THERE IS NO GOOD OUTCOME 3HE NOW 
KNOWS AND SHE HAS PROMISED THE ELECTORATE NOT TO LIE OR MISLEAD THEM 
-IRANDA THE POLITICAL ADVISER AND THE @WIZARD IN THIS FAIRYTALE SPELLS THE 
SITUATION OUT ALONG WITH HER OWN PREFERENCE FOR DECEIT IN A PHRASING THAT 
CONNECTS WITH QUESTIONS AT THE HEART OF CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL ETHICS
2OS YOUVE GOT TWO CHOICES 9OU EITHER GO PUBLIC OR YOU DONT )F YOU GO PUBLIC 
HES FACING PRISON AND YOU ARE SERIOUSLY CONSIDERING YOUR POSITION x )F YOU 
DONT GO PUBLIC THE ALTERNATIVE n AND ) KNOW THIS GOES AGAINST THE GRAIN n x 
THE ALTERNATIVE IS THAT YOU PERSUADE YOURSELF YOU KNOW NOTHING ABOUT IT FOR 
THE GREATER GOOD &OR THE GREATER GOOD OF THE COUNTRY FOR THE GREATER GOOD OF 
EVERYONE WHO HAS VOTED FOR YOU
4HE DECEIT OPTION FOR THE @GREATER GOOD	 DOES NOT SEEM TOO UNREASON
ABLE SO LONG AS THE ORIGINAL MISDEEDS ARE IN THE PAST ARE NOT HERS AND HAVE 
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A DEGREE OF CIRCUMSTANTIAL @EXCUSABILITY (OWEVER THE BLACKMAIL THREAT 
REQUIRES 2OS TO CONTEMPLATE SOME FRESH CORRUPTION ON HER OWN ACCOUNT 
POLITICAL CORRUPTION IN ORDER TO SAVE HER MARRIAGE AND POLITICAL FORTUNES 
7HEN ASKED FOR ADVICE HER CHANCELLOR #ATHERINE PRODUCES A DIFFERENT 
STRATEGIC CHOICE SHE CAN SACRIFICE THE FORMER FOR THE SAKE OF THE LATTER n 
RETAIN HER HONOUR BY REPUDIATING AND DIVORCING THE UNWORTHY HUSBAND 
4HE DRAMA PUSHES HER TO THE VERY EDGE OF THIS DECISION YET REFRAINS FROM 
DISPLAYING ITS OUTCOME )N A CLIFFHANGER ENDING )AN IS SHOWN ENTERING 
2OSS OFFICE WHERE HE WILL LEARN WHAT SHE HAS DECIDED 4HE VIEWERS NEVER 
LEARN THOUGH #ATHERINES  JUDGEMENT THAT )AN IS  @WEAK COUPLED WITH A 
DECLARATION BY 2OS ABOUT HOW MUCH SHE LOVES HER COUNTRY MAY INDICATE 
THAT THE DECISION HAS GONE AGAINST HIM
#ONCLUSION
7HAT DOES 4HE !MAZING -RS 0RITCHARD TELL US ABOUT ASPECTS OF CONTEM
PORARY "RITISH POLITICAL CULTURE AND THE KINDS OF DISCURSIVE IMAGINATIVE 
WORK THAT TELEVISION CAN PERFORM NOT ONLY UPON POLITICAL THEMES BUT ALSO 
UPON POLITICAL SUBJECTIVITY AND SENSIBILITY ON THE WAYS IN WHICH POLITICS 
IS ENGAGED AND FELT PERSONALLY
#ERTAINLY THE SERIES IS AN UNRELIABLE INDICATOR OF PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARDS 
POLITICS AT THE LEVEL OF THEIR PROPORTIONAL DISTRIBUTION AND SPECIFIC PROFILE 
(OWEVER AS NOTED AT THE START OF THIS ARTICLE ITS CONSTRUCTIONS OF POLITICAL 
SENTIMENT AND POLITICAL FANTASY ARE PREMISED ON A SENSE OF A REAL PUBLIC 
AGENDA ONE IN WHICH GENERAL PERCEPTIONS OF DEMOCRATIC DEFICIT AND POINTS 
OF UNEASE ABOUT "RITAINS IDENTITY WITHIN GLOBAL POLITICS ARE ESTABLISHED 
POINTS OF REFERENCE )T IS FOR ITS OWN PROJECT OF @CULTURAL READING AND FOR ITS 
OWN CONTRIBUTION TO MEDIATED POLITICAL CULTURE  THAT  THE SERIES  IS MOST 
INTERESTING PARTICULARLY SO GIVEN THAT THIS @READING IS EXPRESSED IN A FIC
TION OF TRANSFORMATION A DRAMA OF SUBJECTIVITIES AND INTERACTION RATHER 
THAN AN ANALYTIC ACCOUNT 4HE SERIES TRIES TO @DO THINGS AT THE INTERSECTION 
OF THE POPULAR AND THE POLITICAL )T CONNECTS WITH THE @BAD DYNAMICS OF DIS 
ILLUSIONMENT AND TRIES TO WEAVE A STORY DRIVEN BY THE @GOOD DYNAMICS OF 
CHANGE -OST IMPORTANTLY FOR ITS ENTIRE IMAGINATIVE PROJECT IT SETS UP A RE
SOUNDINGLY POSITIVE ALIGNMENT BETWEEN VIEWERS AND A HEAD OF GOVERNMENT 
n ONE THAT IS SUSTAINED ALBEIT WITH MODULATIONS RIGHT THROUGH TO THE END 
4HAT THIS ALIGNMENT IS MANAGED PRIMARILY BY DRAMATIC SENTIMENT AND 
EMPATHY DOES NOT REMOVE FROM THE FORCE OF ITS ORIGINALITY
!S THIS ARTICLE HOPES TO HAVE SHOWN IN THE DRAMA ITSELF THE WHIMSICALITY 
AND RESORT TO FANTASY DEVICES EG THE TIMECOLLAPSES FORESHORTENING OF 
PROCESS AND SERENDIPITY OF THE TURN OF EVENTS	 STOP SHORT OF PRESENTING A 
HEARTENING NARRATIVE OF POLITICAL SUCCESS OF DEFINITIVE POLITICAL SOLUTIONS 
/N ONE LEVEL THE ELECTION OF AN ALLFEMALE GOVERNMENT IS EASILY ASSIMILATED 
TO THE DRAMAS MORE FANTASTICAL DIMENSION 0RITCHARDS CORE CHARACTER HER 
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COMMITMENT CARE AND INTEGRITY REMAIN LARGELY UNCOMPROMISED BY THE 
END IF WITH A QUESTION MARK OVER THEIR SURVIVAL BEYOND THE FINAL SCENE	 
(OWEVER HER @ADVENTURE IS ONE UPON WHICH MANY ESTABLISHED FEATURES OF 
THE SOCIOPOLITICAL SETTING INCLUDING CORPORATE POWER CAREER SELFINTEREST 
AND STRATEGIC MEDIA RELATIONS CONTINUE TO SHAPE EVENTS ALONGSIDE AND OFTEN 
AGAINST HER IDIOSYNCRATIC ENERGIES 4HE SERIES  IS AT POINTS  INTERESTINGLY 
UNCERTAIN AND AMBIVALENT ON THE MATTER OF @HOW WELL SHE IS DOING AND ON 
HOW VIEWERS ARE TO ASSESS AS AVOIDABLE OPPOSABLE OR INEVITABLE THOSE FAC
TORS THAT PROBLEMATIZE AND BLOCK THE WAY TO FULFILMENT OF THE NEW POLITICS 
TO THE REALIZATION OF THE VISION )N THIS RESPECT IT CAN BE COMPARED USEFULLY 
WITH ,IESBET VAN :OONENS RECENT CHARACTERIZATION OF THE REFLECTIVE VIEWER 
POSTINGS ON )-$B WWWIMDBCOM	 TO SELECTED POLITICAL FILMS @A DESIRE 
FOR A BETTER POLITICS IS PRESENT BUT IT IS ALWAYS BALANCED BY A PRAGMATIC 
SOMETIMES CYNICAL RECOGNITION OF REAL POLITICAL PROCESSES  	
4HE SERIES CAN BE SEEN TO WORK ACROSS A CONFLICTED AGENDA OF QUESTIONS 
WHICH IT VARIOUSLY ENGAGES DEFLECTS AND SELECTIVELY DRAWS UPON FOR IMAGIN
ARY RESOLUTION (OW MUCH OF OLD POLITICS SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO THE NEW 
7HAT  IS  THE  RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERSONAL VIRTUE AND  THE POLITICALLY 
GOOD (OW MUCH SCOPE FOR NATIONAL INDEPENDENCE IS THERE IN A GLOBALIZED 
CONTEXT (OW DOES MONEY RELATE TO POWER 7HAT ARE THE POSSIBILITIES FOR 
TRANSPARENCY AND TRUST IN THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PEOPLE AND THE POLITICAL 
SYSTEM 4HESE FORM THE UNDERPINNINGS OF A STORY OF COURSE NOT THE ELEM 
ENTS OF A DIRECT ARGUMENT ALTHOUGH  THEIR  CONVERSION  FROM NARRATIVE 
EXPERIENCE INTO A POLITICAL AGENDA AND POLITICAL REFLECTION WILL BE MADE BY 
MOST VIEWERS IN DIFFERENT WAYS AND WAS OBVIOUSLY AN OUTCOME INTENDED 
BY THE WRITER
4HE SCENARIO OF THE SERIES AND ITS POPULIST APPEAL ARE WEIGHTED TOWARDS 
CONSERVATIVE RATHER THAN RADICAL VALUES THE IMPULSE FOR CHANGE GROUNDED 
IN KNOWN DECENCIES WHICH HAVE BEEN IGNORED RATHER THAN NEW IDEAS ABOUT 
SOCIETY AND ECONOMY 4HAT THE MOST OBVIOUSLY RADICAL COMPONENT OF THE 
0URPLE !LLIANCE ITS DE FACTO IDENTITY AS A FEMINIST GROUPING SHOULD BE SO 
UNDERSTATED THROUGHOUT IS A CONFIRMATION OF THIS TENDENCY 4HE RATIONALE 
FOR MAKING THE 0URPLE !LLIANCE AN ALLFEMALE PARTY RESTS ON AN ASSUMPTION 
THAT THIS PARTICULAR POPULAR MANDATE IS ATTUNED TO @FEMININE VALUES THAT 
WOMEN NATURALLY POSSESS AND MEN DO NOT AND WHICH HAVE BEEN MISSING 
FROM GOVERNMENT TO THE DETRIMENT OF ALL CITIZENS MALE AND FEMALE 4HIS 
ESSENTIALIST PRINCIPLE OF FEMALE MORAL SUPERIORITY IS PUT INTO WORDS PUBLICLY 
ONLY ONCE BY 0RITCHARD EARLY IN THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN )T IS UNDERMINED 
SUBSEQUENTLY BY DEPICTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL WOMEN AS VERY DIFFERENT FROM 
ONE ANOTHER DIVIDED OVER POLICY AND VARIOUSLY @CORRUPTED BY THE REALITIES 
OF POWER AS MUCH AS ANY MALE #ONSERVATIVE OR .EW ,ABOUR POLITICIANS OF 
RECENT HISTORY 4HE REALLIFE IMPLICATIONS OF THIS ARE NEGATIVE SINCE THEY 
SUGGEST THAT THE VALUES THEMSELVES STAND NO CHANCE IN POLITICS WHATEVER 
THE SEX OF THE ELECTED RULERS 4HE QUESTIONABLE	 SURVIVAL OF THE 0URPLE 
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!LLIANCE AS A GOVERNING PARTY AT THE END OF THE SERIES COMES ACROSS AS THE 
CONSEQUENCE OF COMPROMISE NOT BECAUSE IT HAS KEPT FAITH WITH ANY SPE
CIFICALLY FEMINIST PRINCIPLES
%QUALLY THE @DEMOCRATIC DEFICIT IS A MATTER MORE OF ATTITUDES AND VALUES 
THAN UNDERPINNING STRUCTURES ALTHOUGH THE SERIES CERTAINLY ENGAGES WITH 
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE AT POINTS )TS EXPLICIT BUT @POLITE POST"LAIRIST MOMENTS 
ARE ENTIRELY IN KEEPING WITH SUCH A NORMATIVE STRATEGY 4HAT THIS SHOULD 
MEAN REVISED COMMITMENTS IN RELATION TO THE -IDDLE %AST AND THE %5 
UNDOUBTEDLY CATCHES AT REAL POPULAR ANXIETIES IN PLAY AND GROWING BOTH 
ABOUT THE MEANINGS FOR "RITAIN OF THE INTERVENTION IN )RAQ AND THE ENDLESSLY 
REVISED RELATIONSHIP WITH "RUSSELS
0RITCHARD IS DISTINCTIVE IN ITS CROSSGENERIC APPROACH TO THE PORTRAYAL 
OF THE POLITICAL REALM A REALM OF STRUCTURES AND EVENTS EXPERIENCES AND 
FEELINGS 4HIS CROSSGENERIC @RECIPE IN PART A WAY OF WORKING ITS PLAYOFF 
BETWEEN THE TERMS OF THE POLITICALLY GIVEN THE POLITICALLY POSSIBLE AND THE 
POLITICALLY IMAGINABLE WAS PERHAPS ONE REASON FOR ITS MODEST SUCCESS IN 
THE RATINGS GIVEN ITS PRIME SCHEDULING IT AVERAGED FEWER THAN  MILLION 
VIEWERS	 "Y REFUSING TO CENTRE ITSELF WITHIN ANY OF THE ESTABLISHED CATEGORIES 
THROUGH WHICH TELEVISION CURRENTLY CARRIES OUT FICTIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
UPON THE POLITICAL EG THRILLER SOAP FARCE SITCOM SATIRE	 AND BY WORKING 
ITS FANCIFUL NARRATIVE UP FROM REALIST PREMISES IT EXPOSED ITSELF TO CRITICISM 
FROM THOSE WHO SAW ACCURACY OF DETAIL AND @PLAUSIBILITY OF PLOT AS THE MOST 
APPROPRIATE TERMS FOR  ITS ASSESSMENT &OR MANY PROFESSIONAL POLITICIANS 
AND POLITICAL SCIENTISTS AN EXPECTATION OF REALISM FORMED IN THE ABSENCE 
OF CLEAR GENERIC INDICATORS TO COUNTER THIS MEANT THAT LACK OF CREDIBILITY 
WAS AN EASY JUDGEMENT &OR EXAMPLE 0HILIP #OWLEY A SPECIALIST IN "RITISH 
PARTY POLITICS NOTED THE IMPLAUSIBILITY OF THE SHORTNESS OF TIME TWO WEEKS	 
IN WHICH THE NEW 'OVERNMENT DEVELOPS A FULL RANGE OF POLICY INITIATIVES 
DESCRIBED BY THE ""# AS @BALANCED AND SENSIBLE AND THE OVERALL TENDENCY 
OF THE SERIES TO BE @POLITICS FOR MORONS #OWLEY 	 (OWEVER AS THIS 
ARTICLE HAS SHOWN  ITS VERY DESIGN PRESENTED IT WITH REAL DIFFICULTIES OF 
INTERNAL NARRATIVE SHAPE AND RESOLUTION
9ET  IN  ITS COMBINATION OF A KNOWN AND FAMILIAR POLITICAL  LANDSCAPE 
WITH A STRONG VEIN OF UTOPIANISM CENTRED ON A HIGHLY SYMPATHETIC CENTRAL 
CHARACTER WHAT WE HAVE TERMED ITS @FAIRYTALE DIMENSION	 IT PROVIDES A 
MARKER OF SOME SIGNIFICANCE  IN RELATION TO THE  LONG CULTURAL HISTORY OF 
IMAGINING HOW POLITICS @MIGHT BE OTHER AND TO THE PRESENT CULTURAL AND 
AUDIOVISUAL RESOURCES FOR DOING THE POLITICAL ON TELEVISION
4HE POLITICAL PREMISE OF 0RITCHARD ACROSS THE ASPECTS DESCRIBED AND CITED 
PREVIOUSLY CAN BE LOCATED CLEARLY AS A VERSION OF @POPULISM THAT IS TO SAY 
IT IS BUILT AROUND A PROJECT OF POLITICAL TRANSFORMATION IN WHICH AN EXISTING 
SELFINTERESTED AND DYSFUNCTIONAL	 ÏLITE IS REPLACED THROUGH THE ELECTION 
OF  @ORDINARY PEOPLE  REFLECTING POPULAR VALUES AND  @ORDINARY COMMON 
SENSE 0OPULISM HAS A RICH AND VARIED HISTORY AS A DISCOURSE OF REFORMIST 
ASPIRATION WHICH CAN PRIVILEGE EITHER RADICAL OR CONSERVATIVE TENDENCIES AND 
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QUITE OFTEN ATTEMPTS TO STRADDLE BOTH /NE OF ITS RHETORICAL REQUIREMENTS 
IS A SENSE OF RELATIVE UNITY AS TO THE @POPULAR WILL ALLOWING A RELATIVELY 
UNCOMPLICATED PLAYOFF AGAINST ESTABLISHED ÏLITE VALUES (OWEVER AS WE 
HAVE SEEN ALTHOUGH THE SERIES WORKS WITH THIS IDEA OF POPULAR UNITY AT 
MANY POINTS OFFERING IT TO THE VIEWER AS EXHILARATING POTENTIAL  IT ALSO 
SHOWS THAT AS SOMETHING SIMPLY TO BE ASSUMED ACROSS DIVERSE INTERESTS IT 
IS HIGHLY PROBLEMATIC JUST AS IT SHOWS THAT NOT ALL OF THE ESTABLISHED PRO
TOCOLS OF POLITICAL LIFE ARE WITHOUT VALUE 0OPULIST PERSPECTIVES ALSO VARY 
IN RESPECT OF THE DEGREE TO WHICH THEY ARE ARTICULATED FROM A POSITION OF 
GENUINE IF SIMPLISTIC	 ALIGNMENT OR STRATEGICALLY DEPLOYED AS A DEMAGOGIC 
DEVICE TO WIN POPULAR SUPPORT FOR POLICIES HAVING OTHER POINTS OF ORIGIN 
AND ORIENTATION 4HE SERIES  SHOWS  THE 0URPLE !LLIANCE  TO BE WORKING 
WITH THE FORMER PERSPECTIVE AT LEAST AS FAR AS 2OS AND THE KEY FIGURES ARE 
CONCERNED
4HE GENERIC EXPERIMENTATION OF THE SERIES HOWEVER AWKWARD OCCURS 
AT A TIME WHEN NONFICTIONAL POLITICS  IS BECOMING EVERMORE UNCERTAIN 
AND HYBRID IN ITS PORTRAYAL 4HE DEGREE TO WHICH POLITICAL JOURNALISM NOW 
ROUTINELY TRADES ON RUMOUR GOSSIP AND STRONGLY PERSONALIZED @PLOTLINES 
IS ONE NOTABLE ASPECT OF THIS CARRYING THE TERMS OF FICTIONAL ENGAGEMENT 
CLOSER TO THE FRAMEWORKS FOR REAL POLITICAL ORIENTATION IN A WAY THAT HAS 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THOSE CONTINUING BROADER SHIFTS IN POLITICAL CULTURE THAT 
WERE OUTLINED AT THE BEGINNING OF THIS ARTICLE
4HE INTERPLAY BETWEEN THE VARIOUS MEDIAGENERIC @TAKES ON POLITICS WITH 
THEIR ASSOCIATED MOODS OF AMUSEMENT DISTRUST ANGER HOPE AND DESPAIR IS 
LIKELY TO DEVELOP FURTHER AS A SIGNIFICANT FACTOR IN HOW POLITICS AS A SPHERE OF 
ACTIVITY IS POSITIONED AND PERCEIVED WITHIN EVERYDAY LIVING )N THIS CONTEXT 
CASE STUDIES OF THE KIND UNDERTAKEN HERE OFFER ONE WAY OF ENGAGING WITH 
THE TENSIONS AND SHIFTS WORKING THEIR WAY THROUGH THE CULTURAL SYSTEM 
AND MEDIA PRACTICE  IN A MANNER THAT GOES BEYOND THE FORMULATIONS OF 
CRITICAL COMMENTARIES AND THE DATA OF OPINION POLLS
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 4HE SERIES MADE BY THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCTION COMPANY +UDOS RAN FOR SIX 
EPISODES IN 4UESDAY PRIMETIME ON ""# /NE FROM  /CTOBER TO  .OVEMBER 
 +UDOS ARE WILLING TO PROVIDE $6$ COPIES FOR A FEE	
 4HE SERIES ALSO GENERATED A RELATED WEBSITE FOR THE 0URPLE !LLIANCE ON THE 
FANTASY PREMISE THAT IT WAS A REAL POLITICAL PARTY 4HIS WAS NO LONGER BEING 
ACTIVELY MAINTAINED AT THE TIME OF WRITING
 ! COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW OF SOME OF THE FACTORS INVOLVED INTERNATIONALLY IS 
GIVEN IN (ALLIN AND -ANCINI 	
 !MONG THE STUDIES OF BROADER CONNECTIONS BETWEEN POLITICS AND CINEMA IS 
7AYNE 	 NOTABLE FOR ITS AMBITIOUS TRANSNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE ON
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  %UROPEAN DEVELOPMENTS -ORE WORK ON THE PRESENTATION OF FORMAL POLITICS 
AND POLITICAL CHANGE IN DIFFERENT NATIONAL CONTEXTS FOLLOWING THE EXAMPLE 
OF 3COTT 	 ON (OLLYWOOD AND 53 POLITICS OR THE ARTICLES IN 2OLLINS AND 
/#ONNOR 	 WOULD BE VALUABLE
   4HIS JUST MONTHS BEFORE THE HIGHLYPUBLICIZED CAPTURE OF REAL "RITISH NAVY 
PERSONNEL BY )RANIAN FORCES IN THE NORTHERN 'ULF WHOSE FATE WAS VERY 
DIFFERENT
   4HE FUNCTIONALITY OF MAKING 2OSS ODDITIES OF POLITICAL STYLE WORK TO PARTY 
AND GOVERNMENT ADVANTAGE HAS BEEN MADE EXPLICIT ALREADY BY HER POLITICAL 
ADVISER -IRANDA IN AN EARLIER EPISODE -IRANDA DISPLAYING A FULLBLOWN 
STRATEGIC NOT TO SAY CYNICAL APPROACH TO 0RITCHARDIAN @FRESHNESS SEES IT AS 
THE UNIQUE SELLING POINT OF MARKETING THE 0URPLE !LLIANCE AND NOTES HOW 
0RITCHARD NOT BEHAVING LIKE A POLITICIAN IS A @WHOLE CONCEPT PERMITTING THE 
@UNORTHODOX
   4HE PARALLEL WITH THE DIFFICULTIES WHICH THE @CLEANHANDS POLITICS OF 4ONY 
"LAIR GOT INTO QUITE QUICKLY AFTER HIS  VICTORY IS CLEAR 4HIS INCLUDED 
FOR EXAMPLE PROBLEMS AROUND THE EXEMPTION OF MOTOR RACING FROM A BAN 
ON TOBACCO ADVERTISING WHEN A MAJOR RACING ENTREPRENEUR HAD RECENTLY 
DONATED a MILLION TO THE ,ABOUR 0ARTY
   4HIS TOO HAS PARALLELS IN THE REAL 7ESTMINSTER WORLD WHERE CULTURE 
SECRETARY 4ESSA *OWELL SEPARATED FROM HER HUSBAND $AVID -ILLS FOLLOWING 
DISCLOSURES ABOUT HIS FINANCIAL DEALINGS WITH )TALIAN PREMIER 3ILVIO 
"ERLUSCONI
   (OWEVER OVERSEAS VERSIONS OF THE SERIES APPEAR TO HAVE HAD ACCOMPANYING 
MATERIAL SUGGESTING THAT SHE RESIGNED TO LIVE HAPPILY WITH HER FAMILY HER 
CHANCELLOR TAKING OVER LEADERSHIP OF THE PARTY AND THE PRIME MINISTERIAL 
ROLE
  !T A NUMBER OF POINTS IN THIS ARTICLE WE HAVE REFERRED TO THE @FANTASY 
DIMENSIONS OF THE SERIES INCLUDING BUT ALSO GOING BEYOND THE GENERIC 
REQUIREMENTS OF COMEDY DRAMA 7ITHIN THE CONTEXT OF POLITICAL CULTURE 
FANTASIES CAN BE SEEN AS IMPORTANT RESOURCES FOR HOPE AND ASPIRATION 
INVOLVING VARIOUS KINDS OF @CONTACT WITH FORMS OF REAL ACTION 7ITHIN 
FICTION A DISTINCTION MIGHT BE MADE BETWEEN POLITICAL FANTASIES THAT ARE 
CARRIED RIGHT THROUGH TO RESOLUTION WITHIN THE FANTASY FRAME FANTASIES 
MADE REAL	 AND THOSE THAT ARE BROUGHT INTO TENSION AND EVEN COLLISION 
WITH GIVEN REALITIES AND THUS POTENTIALLY UNDERCUT #LEARLY FROM OUR OWN 
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION WE BELIEVE THAT 0RITCHARD IS BEST PLACED WITHIN  
THIS SECOND BROAD CATEGORY
  &OR EXAMPLE @POPULISM IS WOVEN INTO THE POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE  
53 IN WAYS THAT CONTRAST QUITE SHARPLY WITH THE HISTORY OF POLITICAL CULTURE 
IN "RITAIN AND OTHER PARTS OF %UROPE 4HIS IS REFLECTED FREQUENTLY IN THE 
DEPICTION OF THE PLAYOFF BETWEEN THE VALUES OF @7ASHINGTON AND THOSE  
OF @ORDINARY PEOPLE IN !MERICAN CINEMA AS WELL AS IN WRITTEN FICTION  
AND TELEVISION #LASSIC CINEMA EXAMPLES WOULD INCLUDE -R 3MITH 'OES  
TO 7ASHINGTON &RANK #APRA 	 AND !LL THE +INGS -EN  
2OBERT 2OSSEN  3TEVEN :AILLIAN 	
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